
Dear Colleagues,

At the urging of a number of residents, local leaders, and public safety officials from around the state,
and in anticipation of another busy summer holiday season, I am introducing a bill to amend Michigan's
Fireworks Safety Act.

As many of you know, the Legislature recently eliminated Michigan's ban on fireworks in an attempt to
bring new revenue into the state (the idea was to dissuade Michigan residents from traveling to
neighboring states to buy fireworks). In its effort to do that, the Legislature also prohibited local
communities from restricting or banning fireworks usage on the day before, the day of, and the day after
a national holiday. The resulting sound of explosions on these days has since disturbed and upset
countless residents throughout the state and has frustrated local law enforcement agencies who were
rendered powerless with the provisions in the latest changes to the Fireworks Safety Act.

In an attempt to address those issues, my bill removes the restrictions that currently prohibit our
locals from restricting flreworks use on and around national holidays, giving our diverse
communities the power to decide what's best for their own residents.

The bill also requires that consumer fireworks be sold only from retail locations that are
permanent buildings or structures and prohibits minors from igniting, discharging, or using
consumer fireworks(under current law, minors are prohibited from purchasing fireworks but not from
setting them off). Under my bill, minors found igniting, discharging, or using consumer fireworks will
be subject to a civil fine of not more than $500 or, for a second or subsequent violation, a civil fine of
not more than $1,000.

This bill will be available in my office (1087 HOB) for signature today and tomorrow and at my
desk on the floor (seat #94) during session. I appreciate your consideration of these important changes
to Michigan's Fireworks Safety Act and welcome you to get in touch with me should you have any
questions or wish to make alternative arrangements for signing.

Thank you,

Andy Schor
State Representative, 68th District

These are my former bills. Lets see what happens.

Regards,
Richard
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